
42 Silverton Convertible  
Hard Top Enclosure  

Packing List 
Hull #260 & Up 

 
 

____ 160 Flex Rail Screws 
 
____ 36 Lift the Dot Screw Studs 
 
____ 14 Pre-made pieces of White vinyl track 
 
 



 

 
 

1. The track package consists of 11 pieces of track. The 5’ 6” pc is for the 
front. Locate the center of the track on the center of hard top. Keep the 
track about a ½” from the feature on hardtop, as shown in picture 
Secure with the flex rail crews provided, screws should be installed every 
6”, caulk all holes before installing screws. 

 
 
2. Once the 5’ 6” track is secure add a 7’ 6” pc to both ends. Track should extend 
around corner all the way to the arch style support. Trim ends of track 1in passed 
aluminum diverter on each side; keep the track tight to the diverter as shown in 
the picture. 



3.  The aft section consists of two tracks 7’ 6”. Start at back of arch hard top 
support, keep the track tight in corner and work back. Work around corner to the 
back center. Some of the track will need to be trimmed where the port and 
starboard track meet. 



 
4. The four 4ft tracks are for the front and back of the arch style support. 
     Secure with the flex rail screws provided as shown in these pictures, start on 
the center top and flare out to the bottom. This will help the track shed water. 
     Be sure and caulk all tracks before installing enclosure. 
 
 



 
5.  Slide all 8 panels into track and then zip all panels together.  
Scribe a line 2 ½” down from top of bridge (verify the line is ¼” down from 
the bottom of the enclosure panels). Install center of the 4’ piece of flexrail to 
the center of the bridge (align top of the flexrail to the scribed line). Install 7’ 
6” pieces of flexrail on port and starboard sides of bridge (align top of flexrail 
to the scribed line). 

 
 



 

 
6.  The aft section of the enclosure is secured with LTD studs. Install the side 
curtains first then work across back. Work from center out installing 1 or 2 studs 
at a time until completion. There are two 6” tracks not shown in these pictures.  
Locate the Velcro flaps on the side curtains. Install the tracks to hold the flaps in 
place. Caulk all holes and track. 
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